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San Francisco Planning Commission
President Hillis and Commissioners
Room 400, City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102

Re: Case: 2017-011878ENV

Dear Commissioners:
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urge you to recommend a balance between Alternative B —a less dense project,
and Alternative C but to include the demolition of the Unit 3 Power Block. What is
left of the important older historic brick buildings should be preserved. Unit 3 Power
Block is not within the important historic time period and is just an unpleasant looking
structure which mars the watertront! That structure should be demolished to make way
for more public open space on the watertront —something this project is short of.

On the other hand the Unit 3 Boiler Stack of the later period, is an icon for our
neighborhood and tMe city and anyone who sails in the Bay. It is a beautiful and simple
architectural structure. Retain and restore this icon.

In general, as far as historic preservation within this site, this developer has given short-
shrift to the importance of physical preservation. I attended and spoke at the Alternative
—to demolish all of the old, historic brick buildings. The hearing Concluded with one
commissioner's comment that none, or very little preservation of the older brick
buildings is anon-starter. I agree.

A few other issues I want to comment on:
1. The 300 foot tall tower is out of scale in height and bulk and does not belong on this
part of the waterfront. It also will detract from and overpower the presence of the
important iconic stack which will and should be the architectural element that beckons
people to the area. Any new tower needs to have a considerably narrower, shorter and
more elegant footprint than what is proposed.

2. In general the project is over-programmed with too many large buildings and not
enough open space. As proposed, the project will not fit in even with the newer height
and densities of Pier 70, which this developer likes to say this project is emulating.

3. Surrounding Infrastructure and especially transportation issues need to be carefully
considered as tar as the density of this project. The Central Watertront is already
experiencing gridlock and accompanying air pollution and road safety issues. There
have been too many major projects with less than stellar planning in the past several
years. Let's not let this project add to those problems.

Thank you, Janet Carpinelli C 934 Minnesota St., San Francisco, CA 94107
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